I went back to visit
The old farmhouse ten years ago
There it was - still standing forlorn and forsaken
I still visualize it

I went back to visit the faded, yellow, wooden structure where I spent hour and hour hanging my
feet from the hole in the ceiling where there was no furnace down into the living room below

I went back to visit the gigantic, brown, stairs we use to run up and down on
To our bedroom on the second story of the old farmhouse
Then I ran to see the wood burning stove in the kitchen that kept our feet warm on many a cold
morn

I went back to visit the scary, dirt basement with rickety, old steps which contained our glass, jar
preserves and our potatoes and the salamanders that my brother use to put down my shirt and
scare me

I went back to visit the valley where I would run from the kitchen screen door to the old, red, barn
with the white trimmed roof and lighting rod on top or run out to the old cream colored out house

I went back to visit the separator room where my mother poured cream richly from one spout and
frothy war milk squirting magically from the other and we drank our fill

I went back to visit the well with the statue of the horses on them where we would run and get
two plastic red pails of cold, rusty, iron tasting drinking water and swing them over our heads
two at a time one bucket one way the other the opposite direction- never spilling a drop

I went back to visit our old farmyard, the house, the barn, the chicken coop and sheds, the
outhouse, the tire swing, and lilac bushes and garden and caragannas and water well and it was
gone-all of it-gone.
No hills, no trees, no bushes, no buildings, no nothing- except flattened stumble prairie- all of it
gone- to dust.
All of my existence and my family’s life were gone- vanished without a trance of anything left
It was gone we were all gone- disappeared and because of that desolate image part of my being
my life was gone with it

I was saddened by all of it and the memories it contained and the realization that soon-very soon-
Those memories would be gone too.
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